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The recognition of 10 different 16-note melodies, constructed using either dichotic-pitch stimuli or
diotic pure-tone stimuli, was measured. The dichotic pitches were created by placing a
frequency-dependent transition in the interaural phase of a noise burst. Three different
configurations for the transition were used in order to give Huggins pitch, binaural-edge pitch, and
binaural-coherence-edge pitch. Forty-nine inexperienced listeners participated. The melodies
evoked by the dichotic stimuli were consistently identified well in the first block of trials, indicating
that the sensation of dichotic pitch was relatively immediate and did not require prolonged listening
experience. There were only small improvements across blocks of trials. The mean scores were 97%
~pure tones!, 93% ~Huggins pitch!, 89% ~binaural-edge pitch!, and 77%~binaural-coherence-edge
pitch!. All pairwise differences were statistically significant, indicating that Huggins pitch was the
most salient of the dichotic pitches and binaural-coherence-edge pitch was weakest. To account for
these differences in salience, a simulation of lateral inhibition was applied to the recovered spectrum
generated by the modified equalization cancellation model@J. F. Culling, A. Q. Summerfield, and D.
H. Marshall, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 3509–3526~1998!#. The height of the peak in the resulting
‘‘edge-enhanced’’ recovered spectrum reflected the relative strength of the different dichotic pitches.
© 2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1390336#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since Cramer and Huggins’~1958! pioneering research
it has been known that pitch sensations can be created b
binaural interaction of noise stimuli. These ‘‘dichot
pitches’’ are analogous to the visual objects that can be s
in random-dot stereograms~e.g., Julesz, 1971!; the stimulus
at each ear gives no pitch sensation, but, when prese
binaurally, disparities between the two ears lead to the
ception of pitch. We report below a study of the recogniti
of melodies produced using three types of dichotic-pi
stimulus and also using pure tones.

The types of dichotic-pitch stimulus used were t
‘‘Huggins pitch’’ ~Cramer and Huggins, 1958!, the
‘‘binaural-edge pitch’’~Klein and Hartmann, 1981!, and the
‘‘binaural-coherence-edge pitch’’~Hartmann, 1984; Hart-
mann and McMillon, 2001!. For all of the stimuli, the pres
ence of a single frequency-dependent transition in the in
aural phase of a broadband noise gives rise to the perce
of pitch. This percept is similar to that of a pure, althou
faint, tone. These transitions are illustrated schematically
Fig. 1. In a Huggins-pitch stimulus~left panel! the interaural
phase changes progressively from 0 to 2p ~equivalent to 0!
radians across a narrow frequency region. The width of
region has sometimes been varied in previous studies; h
we use a fixed value of 16% of the center frequency of
transition.1 In a binaural-edge-pitch stimulus~middle panel!

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
maa@biols.susx.ac.uk
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the interaural phase changes abruptly from 0 top radians. In
a binaural-coherence-edge-pitch stimulus~right panel! the
interaural phase changes abruptly from 0 radians to a ran
value. Although variations of these dichotic-pitch stimu
have been reported, differing in the interaural phase of
carrier noise in the case of Huggins pitch or the spec
direction of the transition in interaural phase in the case
the two edge pitches, we deal here only with the ‘‘prototy
cal’’ variations shown in Fig. 1.

The value of the perceived pitch has been measured
asking listeners to match the pitch using a pure tone of
justable frequency. For Huggins pitch, the matching f
quency is commonly found to be equal to the center f
quency of the transition~e.g., Culling et al., 1998!. For
binaural-edge pitch, Klein and Hartmann~1981! found that
the distribution of matching frequencies was bimodal, w
one peak slightly above and the other peak slightly below
transition frequency. Subsequent measurements conflict
this result, however, indicating a unimodal distribution wi
a peak centered on the transition frequency~Frijns et al.,
1986; Cullinget al., 1998!; at present there is no agreeme
as to whether the distribution is bimodal or unimodal. For t
particular variation of binaural-coherence-edge pitch u
here, Hartmann and McMillon~2001! found a unimodal dis-
tribution, but with a peak placed approximately 5%–10
above the transition frequency.

Theories differ as to the nature of the binaural proce
ing that creates the sensation of pitch from the transition
interaural phase~e.g., Licklider, 1959; Durlach, 1962; Klein
il:
110(3)/1498/7/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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FIG. 1. Interaural phase difference plotted as a function of frequency for the three types of dichotic-pitch stimulus. The transition frequency was00 Hz in
each case. Each dot represents the interaural phase difference of one frequency component~spacing53.3 Hz!. Note that the interaural phase difference for t
binaural-coherence-edge pitch~abbreviated to ‘‘BICEP’’! stimulus was random above the transition frequency and thus would have differed in each
experimental stimuli from that plotted. The interaural amplitude difference of all the frequency components was zero, apart from the frequency coonents
higher than the transition frequency in the BICEP stimulus, for which the interaural amplitude difference was random.
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and Hartmann, 1981; Raatgever and Bilsen, 1986; Cul
et al., 1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999!. The two most
developed models of dichotic pitch are the central-spect
model~e.g., Raatgever and Bilsen, 1986; Frijnset al., 1986!
and the modified-equalization-cancellation model~e.g., Cull-
ing et al., 1998!. In both of these models, the sensation
pitch is assumed to be produced by a peak in a spect
calculated on the basis of binaural cues, but the metho
determining this ‘‘binaural spectrum’’ differs across mode
The sensation of a dichotic pitch is assumed to be due to
presence of a peak in the binaural spectrum, by analogy
the peak in a monaural excitation pattern created by a p
tone stimulus. As the purpose of this study was not to
experimentally the different models of dichotic-pitch sen
tion, for simplicity we limit the present discussion to th
modified-equalization-cancellation model.

Two operations are fundamental to this model. First,
signals at each ear are passed through an array of aud
filters. Second, processes of equalization~of overall differ-
ences in interaural time and intensity! and then cancellation
are applied to each filter output, with the goal of minimizin
the power of the remainder after cancellation~Durlach,
1972!. The minimum value of the power is termed the ‘‘r
sidual activation.’’ The model allowsindependenttime de-
lays to be used in each filter channel when applying the t
equalization. The result is a spectrum of residual activat
versus frequency and is termed the ‘‘recovered spectru
Figure 2 shows example recovered spectra for the three t
of dichotic-pitch stimuli used here, each with a transiti
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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frequency of 500 Hz~the computational details of the calcu
lation of these spectra are reported in Sec. IV below!. For
both the Huggins-pitch stimulus~solid line! and the binaural-
edge-pitch stimulus~dotted line!, there is a single peak at th
transition frequency. For the binaural-coherence-edge-p
stimulus~dashed line!, there is instead a high-pass recover
spectrum with a sloping edge. It is presumed that a proc
of lateral inhibition is applied to the edge in the recover
spectrum, so creating a single peak placed slightly above
transition frequency.

It seems reasonable to assume that the strength of
pitch sensation is related to the height of the peak in
recovered spectrum. If so, binaural-edge pitch should
slightly weaker than the version of Huggins pitch used he
~Culling et al., 1998, Fig. 4, showed that the height of th
peak in the recovered spectrum of Huggins pitch is dep
dent upon the bandwidth of the transition in interaural pha
The present simulations were based on the same bandw
16%, as used in our experiment.! A quantitative prediction of
the strength of binaural-coherence-edge pitch cannot
made without a function representing the amount of late
inhibition. It would seem reasonable, nevertheless, to exp
that a peak introduced by this extra stage of process
would not be as large as a peak directly present in the rec
ered spectrum for the Huggins-pitch and binaural-edge-p
stimuli. Hence, binaural-coherence-edge pitch should
weaker than the other two pitches.

One way of estimating the strength of a dichotic pitch
by adjusting the signal-to-noise ratio of a pure tone presen
us

m-
FIG. 2. Recovered spectra for a Huggins-pitch stimul
~solid line!, binaural-edge-pitch stimulus~dotted line!
and binaural-coherence-edge-pitch stimulus~dashed
line!. The calculations underlying the spectra are su
marized in Sec. IV.
1499Akeroyd et al.: Dichotic-pitch melodies



TABLE I. The frequencies of each of the 16 notes forming the 10 melodies used in the experiment.

Name of melody

Frequency of Note

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Au Clair de la Lune C5 C5 C5 D5 E5 E5 D5 D5 C5 E5 D5 D5 C5 C5 C5 C5

Frere Jacques C5 D5 E5 C5 C5 D5 E5 C5 E5 F5 G5 G5 E5 F5 G5 G5

Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star C5 C5 G5 G5 A5 A5 G5 G5 F5 F5 E5 E5 D5 D5 C5 C5

This Old Man F5 D5 F5 F5 F5 D5 F5 F5 G5 F5 D5
# D5 C5 D5 D5

# D5
#

God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen D5 D5 A5 A5 G5 F5 E5 D5 C5 D5 E5 F5 G5 A5 A5 A5

Yankee Doodle F5 F5 G5 A5 F5 A5 G5 C5 F5 F5 G5 A5 F5 F5 E5 E5

Good King Wenceslas F5 F5 F5 G5 F5 F5 C5 C5 D5 C5 D5 E5 F5 F5 F5 F5

Chimes of Big Ben A5 F5 G5 C5 C5 G5 A5 F5 A5 F5 G5 C5 C5 G5 A5 F5

Lead Us Heavenly Father Lead Us C5 E5 G5 G5 A5 G5 F5 E5 E5 F5 G5 C5 E5 D5 C5 C5

Bobby Shaftoe F5 F5 F5 A5
# A5 C6 A5 F5 C5 C5 C5 F5 E5 G5 E5 C5
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in noise so as to match the pitch strength. Klein and H
mann~1981! reported that the strength of binaural-edge pi
was slightly greater than that of Huggins pitch, although
differences between the two pitches were small and so
what variable across frequency. We know of no equival
measurements of the strength of binaural-coherence-e
pitch, although Hartmann and McMillon~2001! asked their
listeners to make informal comparisons of the two pitch
They reported that a subset of their listeners found binau
edge pitch to be the stronger, although none reporte
‘‘striking’’ ~p. 303! difference in strength. An indirect est
mate can be obtained from the variability in pitch match
Hartmann and McMillon~2001! reported a standard devia
tion of approximately 3% of the transition frequency f
binaural-coherence-edge pitch. This value is only sligh
greater than the value of approximately 2% reported by
ijns et al. ~1986! for binaural-edge pitch, suggesting tha
within the margins of error, the two edge pitches may ha
about the same pitch strength. However, the possibility
individual differences in matching accuracy makes it diffic
to draw firm conclusions from comparisons across studie

The first question addressed by this study was: do
three types of dichotic pitch differ in salience, as might
expected on the basis of the above arguments? To an
this question, we used a melody recognition task. We w
also interested in the salience of dichotic pitches relative
the clear pitches produced by pure-tone stimuli. Theref
we included a set of melodies produced by sequences of
tones.

The second question of interest was: are dichotic pitc
perceived without extensive training or does their percep
require prolonged experience? To answer this question,
measured the degree to which melody recognition impro
across blocks of trials. The experiment was conducted as
of a practical class, hence allowing a relatively large gro
~49! of inexperienced listeners to participate.

II. METHOD

A. Stimuli

The stimuli were created using MATLAB. Each stimu
lus consisted of a melody defined by a train of 16 notes
300-ms duration, with each note separated by a silenc
100-ms duration. Ten melodies were used; they were
1500 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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same as those used by Moore and Rosen~1979!. They were
based on well-known melodies, but were modified by slig
distortions of the rhythm so as to consist of 16 equ
duration notes. These modifications required long-durat
notes to be split into two or more equal-duration shor
notes. Moore and Rosen reported that their listeners did
find the modifications to be particularly disturbing. The fr
quencies corresponding to the notes in each melody are li
in Table I. The minimum, mean, and maximum frequenc
were, respectively, 524 Hz (5C5), 707 Hz ('F5), and 1046
Hz (5C6). Pilot experiments indicated that the chosen f
quency range gave clear sensations of dichotic pitch, at l
for experienced listeners.

In the pure-tone condition, each individual note in
melody was a tone burst with a frequency equal to that of
note. The pure-tone stimuli were presented diotically. In
three dichotic-pitch conditions, each individual note in
melody was a burst of dichotic bandpass noise which c
tained an interaural phase transition centered on the
quency of the note. Each dichotic-pitch stimulus was crea
in the spectral domain by rectangular filtering~0–4000 Hz
passband! two matched 6000-point buffers representing t
left and right channels of a diotic Gaussian noise sample
20 000 Hz. The phases of frequency components in the s
tral buffer representing one channel were then modified.
each Huggins-pitch stimulus, a linear shift of 0 to 2p radians
was added to the phases for frequency components from
below to 8% above the frequency of the note. For ea
binaural-edge-pitch stimulus, a shift ofp radians was added
to the phase of frequency components above the freque
of the note. For each binaural-coherence-edge-pitch sti
lus, the amplitude and phase of frequency components ab
the frequency of the note in one spectral buffer were gen
ated independently of those in the other spectral buffer. S
sequently the signal waveforms for the left and right cha
nels were created by applying an inverse discrete Fou
transform to the two spectral buffers. A 30-ms raised-cos
ramp was applied to the onset and offset of each note.
melodies were recorded onto CD~R! for presentation to lis-
teners using Sennheiser HD-414 earphones. All the
phones were driven in parallel from the same amplifier. T
overall level of the stimuli was about 70 dB SPL at each e
Akeroyd et al.: Dichotic-pitch melodies
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B. Procedure

The listeners were trained using a two-stage meth
First, they received training to help them learn the name
each melody. Each of the 10 melodies, played with the pu
tone stimuli, was presented twice. Second, they recei
training to help them hear the pitches associated with e
type of stimulus. They heard each of the 10 melodies, p
sented twice, first played with the Huggins-pitch stimu
then with the binaural-edge-pitch stimuli, and finally with th
binaural-coherence-edge-pitch stimuli. Throughout all of
training the name of a melody~also recorded on the CD! was
announced before its presentation.

The test phase of the experiment was divided into f
blocks. In each block, listeners heard each of the 40 poss
combinations of melody and type of stimulus, presented
random order~the ordering was constrained so that neith
the same melody nor the same type of stimulus were
sented in successive trials!. They were required to identify
each melody immediately after its presentation and to w
their identifications on a score sheet. Feedback~the name of
the tune! was provided after a delay of four seconds. T
listeners scored their own responses as the experiment
ceeded, and the response sheets were later checked for
racy by the experimenters.2

Forty-nine undergraduate students enrolled at the U
versity of Cambridge participated as listeners. The res
reported below are based on the responses of 44 listene
responses were excluded for one listener who had a
reported hearing loss and for four other listeners beca
they performed perfectly~the exclusion of these four sets o
results does not affect the statistical analyses reported
low!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean scores across listeners are shown in Fig
The symbols indicate the identification scores for the pu
tone stimuli ~squares!, Huggins-pitch stimuli ~circles!,
binaural-edge pitch stimuli~upward-pointing triangles!, and
binaural-coherence-edge-pitch stimuli~downward-pointing
triangles!. There was no consistent pattern in the identific
tion scores for the different melodies. Although some liste

FIG. 3. Mean percentage of correct identifications in each of the four blo
of the test phase of the experiment for each type of pitch. The chance
is 10%. ‘‘BEP’’ is used as an abbreviation for binaural-edge pitch a
‘‘BICEP’’ is used as an abbreviation for binaural-coherence-edge pitch.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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ers showed patterns of errors indicating difficulty with sp
cific melodies, these patterns were not consistent ac
listeners. Overall, each of the melodies was about equa
identifiability.

Three major outcomes can be identified. First, for all t
types of stimuli, the identification scores improved fro
block 1 to block 2 and thereafter remained relatively stab
A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test~Siegel and Cas-
tellan, 1988!, calculated on the mean responses across
four types of stimulus, showed that mean scores for block
and 2 differed significantly~T539, N532; p,0.005! but
that scores for blocks 2 and 3 or for blocks 3 and 4 did
differ significantly ~T5184, N534, p.0.05; andT5249,
N532, p.50.05, respectively!. The initial improvement
suggests a small practice effect. We believe that it repres
an improvement in learning to attach names to the melod
because the effect occurs for the pure-tone stimuli a
whose pitches were presumably clear and easily identifie

Second, the identification scores were consistently h
in the first block for the three types of dichotic pitch stim
lus. The high performance was especially noteworthy for
Huggins-pitch stimuli and binaural-edge-pitch stimuli, f
which 41 out of 44 subjects scored better than 60% on
first block of trials~chance corresponds to 10%!. This result
supports the notion that the sensation of dichotic pitch
relatively immediate and does not require prolonged exp
ence. Furthermore, the pitch appears to be ‘‘musical,’’ in t
it readily supports melody recognition. It is of interest th
the static interaural differences present in our stimuli w
sufficient to support melody recognition. This contrasts w
recent results of Culling~2000!, obtained using stimuli simi-
lar to those of Kubovyet al. ~1974!. The latter presented
eight continuous sinusoids to each ear, via earphones.
sinusoids had frequencies corresponding to the notes
musical scale. Seven of the sinusoids were delayed by 1
at one ear. The remaining sinusoid was delayed by 1 m
the other ear, with the result that this component had an I
that was shifted by 2 ms from the ITDs of the other comp
nents. The shifted component was heard to stand out per
tually. A sequence of ITD shifts in different components w
clearly heard as a melody. This melody was completely
detectable when listening to the input to one ear alo
Kubovy et al. interpreted their results as indicating that d
ferences in relative phase at the two ears can allow an a
tory ‘‘object’’ to be isolated in the absence of any other cu
However, Culling presented evidence that the transitions
interaural phase were the dominant cue allowing melody r
ognition. Static differences in interaural phase were found
be a weak cue ‘‘that only a subset of listeners were able
exploit’’ ~Culling, 2000, p. 1768!. Our results indicate that
for noise stimuli, static differences in the interaural phase
be used for melody recognition by the great majority of re
tively untrained subjects.

The third major outcome was that identification scor
differed across the four types of stimulus. The rank order
~of highest scores to lowest scores! was: pure tones, Huggin
pitch, binaural-edge pitch, and binaural-coherence-e
pitch. This ordering was observed in each of the four bloc
as well in the across-block mean. Furthermore, the orde

s
el
1501Akeroyd et al.: Dichotic-pitch melodies
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TABLE II. Results from a group of Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank tests applied to each pairwise
parison of the types of stimuli. In each test the value ofT was less than the critical value ofT required for a
significance level of 0.0083~used as it is equal to the conventional significance level of 0.05 divided b
which was the number of tests!; thus each comparison shows a statistically significant effect. ‘‘BICEP’’ is u
as an abbreviation for ‘‘binaural coherence edge pitch.’’

Type of stimulus Pure tone

Type of stimulus

BICEPHuggins pitch Binaural-edge pitch

Pure tone —
Huggins pitch T538, N532 —
Binaural-edge pitch T50, N532 T572, N532 —
BICEP T57, N542 T514, N542 T563, N544 —
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was the same or similar in the individual scores for ea
listener; almost every listener scored worst for the binau
coherence-edge-pitch stimuli. Table II reports the results
set of Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests, wh
show that each of the six pairwise differences between
types of stimuli was statistically significant.

This outcome suggests that all of the pitch sensati
produced by the dichotic-pitch stimuli are less salient th
the pitch sensation produced by pure-tone stimuli. Furth
more, of the three types of dichotic pitch, Huggins pitch
the most salient, binaural-edge pitch is intermediate,
binaural-coherence-edge pitch is the weakest. This con
sion is further supported by the result that some of the
teners made errors in identification of the binaur
coherence-edge-pitch stimuli but made no errors for
other stimuli. These results are broadly consistent with
analysis described in the Introduction based upon the m
fied equalization-cancellation model and shown earlier
Fig. 2. However, to make the analysis more rigorous
model of edge enhancement must be developed in orde
account for the existence of the binaural-coherence-e
pitch. This is done in the next section.

It should be noted that there is nothing in the followin
model of edge enhancement that requires the use of there-
coveredspectrum generated by the modified equalizati
cancellation model. It could also be applied to the spectr
of binaural activity, at a fixed internal time delay, genera
by the central-spectrum model~e.g., Raatgever and Bilsen
1986; Frijnset al., 1986!, or it could also act an implemen
tation of the~nonmodified! equalization-cancellation expla
nation of binaural-coherence-edge pitch~Hartmann and Mc-
Millon, 2001!. We expect that these models will give simil
results, but may require different values of the free param
that determines the relative magnitudes of the spectrum
the edge enhancement. For simplicity, however, and also
cause the purpose of the present study was not to com
experimentally the various models, we limit the analysis
the recovered spectrum.

IV. A MODEL OF EDGE ENHANCEMENT

Figure 2 shows the recovered spectra for the three ty
of dichotic pitches used in the experiment. The recove
spectra were calculated as follows. First, bursts of e
dichotic-pitch stimulus were synthesized, each of 300-ms
ration and 40-dB spectrum level. The parameters of the t
sition in interaural phase defining the dichotic pitches w
oc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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the same as those used in the experiment, with the modi
tion that the transition frequency was fixed at 500 Hz. T
left and right waveforms of the stimuli were passed throu
matched 41-channel gammatone filterbanks coded
MATLAB ~Pattersonet al., 1995; Slaney, 1998!, with center
frequencies ranging from two equivalent rectangular ba
widths ~‘‘ERBs,’’ Glasberg and Moore, 1990! below 500 Hz
to 2 ERBs above 500 Hz and with filters spaced at 0.1-E
intervals. The output of each filter was then passed throug
model of a high-spontaneous-rate fiber, with a threshold
45 dB, that computed the probability of firing~Meddiset al.,
1990, Table II!. The equalization and cancellation process
were combined by subtracting the probability of fiber outp
for a left channel from the probability of fiber output for th
corresponding right channel, as a function of a time de
applied to one channel. Of the set formed by the remaind
after-cancellation at each of the time delays, the remain
with the smallest mean value was measured. This proc
was repeated for each frequency channel, so giving the
covered spectrum of the residual activation as a function
frequency. The recovered spectra shown in Fig. 2 are me
across 25 independent bursts of each dichotic-pitch stimu

As may be seen, the mean recovered spectrum of
binaural-coherence-edge-pitch stimuli~dashed line! shows a
sloping edge rather than a peak. Next, we describe a m
for generating a peak in this spectrum. This model is eff
tively a computational implementation of a process of late
inhibition applied to the recovered spectrum. Illustrations
the operation of lateral inhibition, applied to a sloping ed
like that seen in the recovered spectrum for binaur
coherence-edge pitch, can be found in von Be´késy ~1959,
Fig. 8! and Small and Daniloff~1967, Fig. 5!. The model is
based on extracting the second derivative~i.e., the curvature!
of the recovered spectrum and inverting its sign. In the tr
sition from a low-level flat portion of the recovered spectru
to a rising edge, the curvature is positive, so the invers
negative. In the transition from a rising edge to a high-le
plateau, the curvature is negative, so the inverse is posi
Thus, the inverse of the curvature has the appropriate p
erties for simulating the effects of lateral inhibition.

In detail, the first-order derivatives of the recover
spectrum were calculated using

drz

dz
5r z2r z21 , ~1!

and then the second-order derivatives were calculated u
Akeroyd et al.: Dichotic-pitch melodies
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n

d2r z

dz2 5
drz11

dz
2

drz

dz
5r z1122r z1r z21 , ~2!

wherez is the frequency coordinate~i.e., the channel num
ber!, and r z is the level of the recovered spectrum~i.e., the
residual activation! in thezth frequency channel. It should b
remembered that the separation of the frequency channe
0.1 ERBs and so the denominator in these two equation
also 0.1 ERBs. Next, minor fluctuations in the second-or
differences were smoothed by averaging the values ac
64 adjacent channels, corresponding to60.4 ERBs:

S d2r z

dz2 D 5
1

41411 (
z24

z14
d2r z

dz2

5 1
9~r z152r z142r z241r z25!. ~3!

We refer to the function defined by Eq.~3! as the ‘‘edge-
enhancement function.’’ This function was then inverted
sign, scaled, and added to the original recovered spectru
as to simulate the process of lateral inhibition, giving
‘‘edge-enhanced recovered spectrum.’’ The value of the s
ing factor is a free parameter in the model; here a value o
was chosen so as to give a peak of reasonable height in
edge-enhanced recovered spectrum for the binau
coherence-edge-pitch stimuli. The edge-enhanced recov
spectrum,Ez , is thus given by

Ez5r z250S d2r z

dz2 D . ~4!

One consequence of choosing a factor of 50 was that, in
final edge-enhanced recovered spectrum, both the orig
recovered spectrumr z and the edge-enhancement functi
@Eq. ~3!# each contribute 50% of the value of the peak
Huggins pitch, although the results are insensitive to the
act value of the constant.

Figure 4 shows the results of applying each step of
‘‘edge-enhancement’’ model to the recovered spectra of
three dichotic-pitch stimuli considered here. In each pa
the solid line represents Huggins pitch, the dotted line rep
sents binaural-edge-pitch, and the dashed line repres
binaural-coherence-edge pitch. Panel A shows the same
covered spectra that were illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that th
are clear peaks in the functions for Huggins pitch a
binaural-edge pitch but not for binaural-coherence-e
pitch. Panel B shows the first-order differences@see Eq.~1!#
and panel C shows the unsmoothed second-order differe
@see Eq.~2!#. Note that, for both Huggins pitch and binaura
edge pitch, the peak in the recovered spectrum near 600
corresponds to a value for the first difference that is appro
mately zero and to a value for the second difference that
local minimum. Panel D shows the smoothed second-o
differences; i.e., the edge-enhancement function@see Eq.
~3!#. Note that the smoothing process has removed the m
fluctuations that result from the randomness inherent to
noise stimuli. Last, panel E shows the edge-enhanced re
ered spectrum@see Eq.~4!#. Note that, for Huggins-pitch and
binaural-edge pitch, the frequency location~and the relative
height! of the peak in the recovered spectrum is preserv
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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but for binaural-coherence-edge pitch, a peak is presen
the edge-enhanced recovered spectrum that was not pr
in the original recovered spectrum.

There are two effects in panel E of Fig. 4 that are
interest. First, the frequency location of the peak in the ed
enhanced recovered spectrum for binaural-coherence-
pitch is at approximately 540 Hz. This frequency corr
sponds to a shift of about 8% above the transition freque
of 500 Hz. Such a magnitude of shift is compatible wi
Hartmann and McMillon’s~2001! measurements of the valu
of the perceived pitch for binaural-coherence-edge pitch.

Second, the magnitude of the peak in the edge-enhan
recovered spectra is greatest for Huggins pitch, margin

FIG. 4. The results from each step of the ‘‘edge-enhancement’’ model. P
A shows the recovered spectra for a Huggins pitch stimulus~solid line!,
binaural-edge-pitch stimulus~dotted line!, and binaural-coherence-edge
pitch stimulus~dashed line!; these are the same as those illustrated in Fig
Panel B shows the first-order differences@see Eq.~1!#. Panel C shows the
unsmoothed second-order differences@see Eq.~2!#. Panel D shows the
smoothed second-order differences; i.e., the edge-enhancement functio@see
Eq. ~3!#. Panel E illustrates the edge-enhanced recovered spectrum@see
Eq. ~4!#.
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smaller for binaural-edge pitch, and distinctly smaller f
binaural-coherence-edge pitch. This ordering of the p
heights resembles the pattern of results in our experim
and is consistent with the assumption that the strength
these dichotic pitches is related to the height of the pea
the enhanced recovered spectrum. It should be noted, h
ever, that this effect is partially determined by the value
the free parameter used in Eq.~4!; our choice of 50 was
chosen, in part, to obtain this ordering of the three dicho
pitch stimuli.

V. SUMMARY

~1! We measured identifiability of melodies created u
ing three types of dichotic-pitch stimuli~Huggins pitch,
binaural-edge pitch, binaural-coherence-edge pitch! as well
as using pure-tone stimuli. The identification scores w
consistently high for all of the dichotic-pitch stimuli, demo
strating that the pitch sensations evoked by dichotic-p
stimuli are ‘‘musical.’’

~2! The identification scores were high for the dichot
pitch stimuli even in the first block of testing, indicating th
the sensation of dichotic pitch is relatively immediate a
does not require prolonged experience.

~3! Differences in identification scores were observ
for the three types of dichotic pitch, Huggins pitch giving t
highest scores and binaural-coherence-edge pitch the lo
scores. These differences are consistent with analyses b
upon the modified equalization-cancellation model of
chotic pitch, extended to include a model for enhancemen
edges in the recovered spectrum. The data are consistent
the idea that the strength of a dichotic pitch is related to
height of a peak in the enhanced recovered spectrum.
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1Cramer and Huggins~1958! used a bandwidth of 10%, meaning that th
width of the interaural phase shift from 90° to 270° was 10% of the ce
frequency. This definition of bandwidth is usual if, like Cramer and Hu
gins, the interaural phase shift is constructed using an analog all-pass
If, like in the present experiment, the stimuli are constructed digitally in
frequency domain, it is more convenient to define the value of the ba
width as the width of the interaural phase shift from 0° to 360°. Our ba
width of 16% thus corresponds to 8% in Cramer and Huggins’ terminolo
1504 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 3, Pt. 1, Sep. 2001
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2Listeners were asked to write down their response to each tunebeforethe
correct answer was given, and then to mark the response as corre
incorrect with a tick or a cross. The experimenter checked that they w
doing this as the experiment proceeded. The response sheets were
quently checked to ensure that the ticks and crosses correctly reflecte
tune names that were written down. This was always the case.
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